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Box 1

Photos from College Annuals 1944-1947
- photocopies of pages from GTC 1944-1947 Annuals, with pictures of Strange marked

Letters of Congratulation on Promotion
- letters from various individuals with congratulations on Strange's 1981 promotion to Deputy Postmaster General

Letters of Appreciation
- letters of appreciation for Strange's work from various individuals [1964-82]

Miscellaneous Letters
- letters from various people re: honors and postal career [1966-82]

Postal Service Promotions
- information re: Strange's promotions within the postal service

Speaking Engagements
- itineraries and information from some of Strange's speaking engagements [1966-82]

Poetry
- samples of poetry written by Jackie Strange

Newspaper Articles
- newspaper articles re: Strange's career and activities

Photographs
- various photographs of Strange, most with captions
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Box 2

1) Poster-size reproduction of one of Strange's poems - "Blue is the Hue of the Morning Glory"

2) Postal Awards - envelope containing awards for Strange's work in the postal service

3) Non-Postal Awards - envelope containing other awards won by Strange

Long, flat wooden box

Mounted collections of photographs and awards, representing aspects of Strange's life